Next generation access
and visitor management
Driving operational efficiency at every site
and giving you the flexibility to adapt

ADAPT FAST TO
CHANGING PREMISES
REQUIREMENTS
As your organisation increasingly faces new challenges in the way
it uses its buildings, Quanika VisitorPoint gives you the power to
adapt and manage your sites more efficiently.
Quanika’s proven technology lets you transform your visitor and
employee experience – and your wider operations - by combining
your security, safety, reception, and analyst functions in a single,
powerful, flexible solution.
With VisitorPoint, you’ll know exactly who is on site, where they
are and when their access authorisations apply, for both your
physical spaces and your corporate networks.

Make the best first
impression – every time
With VisitorPoint you can make sure your
staff, contractors and guests enjoy a
smooth, hassle-free welcome every time
they arrive on site. With delay-free access,
clear information and helpful signposting
delivered in advance, and no longer any
need to wait in busy reception areas, you
know they’ll be impressed even before
they arrive.

VisitorPoint will enhance your organisation’s efficiency
• Easing pressure on front-line reception and security teams
• Boosting productivity in the way your people use your facilities
• Letting you flex and adapt to rapidly changing building
use requirements.

FOR THE FIRST
TIME VISITORPOINT
GIVES YOU
COMPREHENSIVE
CONTROL OVER
SITE VISITS

A remarkable transformation
– for your people and
your operations
Quanika VisitorPoint liberates your
organisation from the old constraints
that come with managing multiple
premises and people.
It sets you free from cumbersome visitor
sign-in books, and siloed record systems.
And it integrates with Microsoft’s
Active Directory and other widely used
databases, together with Outlook, to
allow all your visitor processes to be
automated, securely.
You’ll no longer be told that your visitors
are being frustrated by delays. Or have

to worry about your reception staff
struggling under pressure.
And you won’t always be wondering if
your premises and network security is
being compromised by weak points in
your systems.
With VisitorPoint you have the reassurance
of comprehensive control – for all your
access and visitor management, for all
your sites and premises, across your
whole operation.

IMPRESS YOUR
VISITORS AND
STAFF WITH THE
MOST EFFICIENT
EXPERIENCE

VisitorPoint
is tailored to
your needs at
every site, with
its powerful
suite of visitor
and access
functions
As your organisation increasingly faces
new challenges in the way it uses its
buildings, Quanika VisitorPoint gives you
the power to adapt and manage your sites
more efficiently.
Quanika’s proven technology lets you
transform your visitor and employee
experience – and your wider operations
- by combining your security, safety,
reception, and analysis functions in a
single, powerful, flexible solution.
With VisitorPoint, you’ll know exactly
who is on site, where they are and when
their access authorisations apply, for both
your physical spaces and your corporate
networks.

Choice of ID options,
notifications and tracking

Integrates with full
security, emergency
and building systems

Avoid queuing and
reduce waiting time

Streamline guest/room bookings with
easy integration to Microsoft Outlook,
Google Calendar and diary systems
Customise and adapt
your systems as your
needs change

Streamline deliveries
and site logistics

Improve security with detailed
monitoring and audit options

Replace outdated and inefficient
paper sign-in systems

Make guest arrival faster,
simpler and more impressive

Advanced, automated functions reduce
the burden on reception desks

Avoid queuing with sign-in kiosks,
customised with your own branding

The most powerful but simple
solutions for your site
A more flexible
approach to
streamlining
and automating
visitor
management

Quanika VisitorPoint gives you a flexible array of tools and
functions to let you optimise operations in the way best suited to
every site.

How VisitorPoint can ensure smooth and
efficient access

And it integrates seamlessly with established business processes
and software – including Microsoft Outlook – making it easy for
all authorised members of your management teams to use it.
From booking meeting rooms and sending visitor access
permissions to guests, to allocating courtesy parking, VisitorPoint
puts your people in control and lets them work more efficiently.
And it lets your organisation adapt to changing workflows and
patterns of building use, with the ability to automatically update
access permissions from your central staff database.

Use VisitorPoint to
easily book meetings
(through Outlook), and
send confirmations
with QR codes

When a visitor arrives
they present the QR
code to the IP intercom
and reader for rapid
access

At reception, you
can choose between
allowing visitor selfenrolment or requiring
manual ID checks
before admission

The relevant host
has already been
automatically notified
to come and meet their
guest – visitors use their
own QR code to gain
access via AXIS Door
Station

Ensure smooth running
for complex and
multi-site operations
Quanika VisitorPoint allows staff and
contractors to be more easily assigned
to flexible working locations – with
updated, site specific information sent
in advance. QR codes can be presented
to access readers, video intercoms and
self-service kiosks.
Meeting rooms and other facilities can be
reserved and allocated, network access

High-level visitor security for
mission-critical sites
Mission critical applications: managing contractors
securely with facial recognition tracking

can be enabled, and staff can work more
flexibly with more efficient scheduling.
Quanika VisitorPoint does more than just
secure your premises and enhance your
visitor experience, it drives up efficiency
and productivity at all your locations. At
a time of such unprecedented challenge
and rapid change, this has never been
more important.

VisitorPoint is used to
easily book contractors
(through Outlook), and send
confirmations with QR codes

When the contractor arrives
LPR/ANPR allows rapid
access, followed by manual
ID checks at reception

The contractor is enrolled
via facial recognition to
allow movements to be
tracked and reported

Improving arrivals efficiency
across all your sites
For multiple locations and branches: how VisitorPoint
approvals arrivals efficiency between sites

VisitorPoint is
used to schedule
staff movements
between specified
locations (through
Outlook), and send
confirmations, with
vehicle registration
details, QR codes etc

When staff arrive,
they present their
QR code to IP
intercoms, kiosks
or tablets for rapid
access to facilities
and authorised
networks

Meetings can also
be pre-booked,
rooms reserved, and
colleagues notified
when that staff
member arrives

If staff are enrolled
on facial recognition,
their movements
can be tracked and
audited

Managing higher risks:
choose the security
level you need

Automated and secure
flow of goods
Easier deliveries with number plate recognition

Quanika VisitorPoint lets you set your security
level exactly according to your risk, and allows
you choose how your visitors are welcomed.
For example, when vehicles arrive, ANPR
allows first level automated identification
at the perimeter, followed by driver and
passenger ID checks. If required, this can
be backed up by enhanced verification at
reception, with facial recognition technology.
And when visitors are enrolled via facial
recognition, this allows their movements to
be tracked and monitored around your sites,
with full audit trails for verification of events.
Meanwhile when visitor arrivals to meetingonly areas present lower risks, rapid but
secure access can be enabled simply by
scanning the pre-issued QR codes.

VisitorPoint is used to book
deliveries and collections,
automating confirmations
with vehicle registrations and
sending associated QR codes

When the contractor arrives
ANPR allows rapid access,
followed by manual ID
checks at reception

At the loading area the
QR code is scanned
for confirmation of the
delivery or collection

Smoother arrival and enhanced
welcome for VIP visitors

VisitorPoint is used
to easily book VIP
visits

When the VIP
guests arrive ANPR
allows priority
access to site

You can choose how
your VIP guests
are welcomed at
reception, with
courtesy ID checks
or other verification
such as facial
recognition before
admission

Meanwhile the
relevant hosts
have already been
automatically notified
to come and greet
their guests – visitors
use their own QR
code to gain access

Transform performance and
operational efficiency,
and enhance your visitor and
employee experience
VisitorPoint’s functionality lets you
automate pre-screening of visitors,
contractors, and delivery drivers, and
optimise the entire visitor management
process, from frictionless access to
recording movements and dwell times
around facilities.

Pivot your operations more
quickly – and be ready for new,
emerging challenges
Seamless integration with AXIS A1001
and A1601 Network Door Controllers and
AXIS Door Stations lets you manage and
monitor all access points and entrances
more easily than ever before.

• Visitors and staff can automatically receive secure one-time QR
codes via email or mobile apps, ahead of every visit.
• Updated site information and health & safety instructions can be
sent ahead too, with acknowledgement required.
• On arrival, clear messaging can guide the visitor from allocated
car parking or transport links to the correct entrance.
• At the appropriate entrance, visitors and staff can use
contactless kiosks or anti-viral touch screens to gain access,
and they can be provided with courtesy hand gel and hygiene
reminders whenever infection risks need to be reduced.

CREATE A SAFE,
SECURE, AND
MORE PRODUCTIVE
WORKING
ENVIRONMENT

Quanika’s comprehensive software
licence covers unlimited doors and
cameras. Interactive graphical floor
plans help the operator navigate the
site. The system also allows for elevator
control and unlimited inputs and outputs
from readers.

VisitorPoint ensures that you

• Permit frictionless and even contactless access with multi-factor
authentication.

•

Adapt to meet changing site
occupancy requirements.

• Hosts can be automatically informed of guest arrivals in good
time to ensure an efficient welcome.

•

Maintain immediately accessible
records of who has been on site,
and when.

• Meeting rooms and other facilities can be reserved, and
schedules managed efficiently.

•

• Staff can work more flexibly, moving from location to location
without the need to visit security in person every time – and
access to premises and networks can be granted, or denied,
according to current operational status.

Keep up to date with changing access
authorisations, no matter how fastmoving or complex.

•

Create a safe, secure, and more
productive working environment for
staff, contractors, and visitors.

•

Optimise your reception and security
operations to ease pressure, ensure
smooth people-flow, and make the
best use of resources.

•

And above all Quanika VisitorPoint
gives you unprecedented control of
how people access your sites, making
it easy to pivot your operations from
week to week, from day to day, to
face the future with confidence.

Tomorrow’s Security
Solutions Today
Why Quanika
Working for major corporate enterprises globally,
Quanika operates at the forefront of systems
integration, developing the most capable, open
architecture software solutions available today.
Whatever size your operation, whatever challenges
you face, we’ll strengthen your business with all the
advanced capabilities you most need, seamlessly and
affordably.
Quanika works with industry-best technology leaders to
deliver high-level control, as never before.
We strip away the complexity and deliver on the
promise of affordable integration.
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